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Abstract. Distributed systems are used widely in the world nowadays and distributed algorithms are among important parts of distributed systems. To run a distributed algorithm, programmer should be involved with network programming details more than details of distributed algorithm itself. Also, studying the behaviors of distributed algorithms during its execution and statistic results after execution is very important to distributed programming. In this paper, a new simple platform, called DASM, is introduced which helps programmer to implement and evaluate any distributed algorithm. Programmer can implement his/her distributed algorithm using DASM primitives, and monitors the results in diagrams during execution. User can make any kind of message and exchange them between processes.
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1. Introduction

Distributed systems are important and open to do more researches. But as a principle writing a distributed program is more difficult than centralized one [1]. Some of the reasons are network based programming, process synchronization like mutual exclusion, fault tolerance, debugging and so on. There are different tools, platforms and frameworks which are introduced in different papers [1][2]. Also comparing distributing algorithms’ functionality, correctness and performance evaluations are cumbersome and time consumer [3]. In this paper a new platform called DASM will be presented. DASM can model a distributed algorithm’s running over a computers network. This new environment can aggregate and present different statistics about messages exchanged between machines during algorithm execution. Distributed algorithm designer using DASM can model his or her algorithm via comprehensive primitives offered by DASM without dealing with details of distributed systems or networking issues.

2. Background

Due to the complexity of building distributed system, various tools have been introduced to aid designers. General purpose message passing tools[1][2][4] present simple services to do message passing. Meanwhile single-purpose systems like TCGMSG [5] are designed to special application. Most of these tools and programming environments presents various computing models like data parallelism, task parallelism and shared memory [3]. Other tools help testing and debugging distributed systems. For example Wang [6] presented a declarative environment which can simulate a distributed system. The result of system execution is presented in the form of reports at the end of execution. However, this tool can only present limited information about number and type of exchanged messages from client to server or vice versa. Another tool called Net Logger [7] can find out the number of messages exchanged in network and the rate of processor’s performance. Also it can simply provide statistics on distributed system’s performance and network traffic. But it cannot display the state of system, nodes and resources while program is executing.

1 Distributed Algorithm Simulating and Modeling
ConcurrentMentor [2] is another tool which can model a distributed system in 4 diagrams. This tool is suitable for educational purposes. Students can learn about distributed systems and its algorithms. Hartley presented a visualization technique in which some information about program execution is stored in text file format. XTANGO [8] is used to display the execution after accomplishing programs run. One of the most powerful systems to model distributed systems is PARADE [9] which is built based on POLKA [9]. Systems like XTANGO and PARADE are working in post-mortem way. Its advantage is the utility of stored data in any time to animate and visualize the execution. Its disadvantage is that the stored data needs a huge space and the execution should be repeated completely in the case of any change in program. Another tool called DisASTER [10] is a platform to run distributed algorithms. This tool presents different diagrams for running processes. It simulate algorithm's execution using threads on a computer and so it has limitation in number of process.

3. Distributed Algorithm specification

Algorithms for distributed systems are completely different from sequential algorithms [3]. Delay in the networks is very bigger than processor’s run time. Therefore, the main goal in distributed algorithms’ design is reducing the number of messages that should be communicated. Fortunately, to design a distributed algorithm for an application, we mostly need a set of classic repeated tasks [3]. For example send, receive, broadcast, semi-cast, gather, synchronization and so on. Many other real algorithms like election, mutual exclusion, fault-detection, taking snapshot, determination detection, and fault-tolerance are implemented using these primitives [3]. However, some algorithms organize processes in centralized manner [11] and some other in distributed way. Centralized approaches are simple but with less performance rather than distributed ones. DASM supports both of them. It is supposed that all of the processes can communicate with each other. Each process can have its own predefined information, like name, ID, neighbours’ ID and so on. This tool can present a full report from messages during execution and after execution. Message type can be defined by user. It can be different for any algorithm to satisfy various needs such as causality, request, data exchange and so on.

4. System Model

DASM is designed very simple which a user can inherit a few classes and implement his or her algorithm. Running this algorithm he can observe different views of algorithm. After implementing the algorithm, user can define the location of each process and run the algorithm. If the location was not predefined, this tool locates them according to load of each machine. The tool can be run in the real network or a single computer. In network, processes are dispenses over machines, but in a single computer it simulates processes using threads. it is implemented in Java and has 3 main components:

**DASM Toolkit:** DASM has a management console and a server to detect and connect to other computers. This console has windows to show processes states, message exchange, and network agents. Each computer running Agent connects and registers to DASMServer which is in DASMConsole file. Running DASMServer, detected Agents’ list windows is shown. DASMServer’s main duty is interacting with user, displaying current state and managing Agents. DASMServer loads the processes according to user’s request or its own load balancing strategy.

**Agent:** Agent package has a few communicating classes and an executable class called Agent. This package should be in any client computer participating in distributed algorithm. After running Agent, it connects to DASMServer and is ready to execute any submitted process. Algorithm processes are made from TaskManager class and sent to Agents. An agent can run several processes using separate threads. Each agent has 2 channels to communicate with other processes which are called MessageQueue to save arriving messages and MessageDispatcher to send a message.

**View:** This package includes all of the classes to display the state of running processes in the system namely, TopologyPanel, SequencePanel, ProcessPanel and MessageRatePanel which any of them displays different view of algorithm in a graphical manner. DASM collaboration diagram for main components are shown in figure 1.
4.1. Network Agent Components

After running DASMServer which gets port number, Agent can run and register itself on server. Then agent waits to receive a message. Receiving TaskMessage means a new process is sent to agent’s machine. Agent extracts the process and runs it. To run a process, agent gives the process two objects of communications, MessageQueue and MessageDispatcher, to receive and send message respectively. It is possible that a process sends a message to another process. At this case, receiver agent gets the message and delivers it to determined process in it. According to the type of message, receiver agent will reply as acknowledge. Also according to the type of message, if it is broadcast, the agent delivers the message to all of processes in it. In figure 2 the activity diagram for receiving a message is shown.

Each process in a machine to receive a message can call one of two methods in MessageQueue: synchReceive and asyncReceive. Each process which is derived from PROCESS includes different send and receive methods like: syncSend, syncReceive, asyncSend, asyncReceive, multiCast, broadCast, semiCast and so on. User can call any method according to his need. For communicating 2 processes using send primitives, message is send from the local agent to DASMServer and DASMServer sends the message to destination. In figure 3 collaboration diagram of process communication is shown.

Sending a message is done using MessageDispatcher via channel between agent and server. The server has a thread of AgentRouter class for each of running agents. It is waiting to receive a message and react to that. If a connection of an Agent is broken, the processes on it will be removed and the agent will be closed.
4.2. DASMToolkit Component

DASMServer package includes classes to interact with user, managing other processes and message routing. Its executable class is DasmConsole which makes a window to user to show the list of agents. Also it displays message transmission during algorithm execution. One of the important parts of DASMServer is NameServer which holds agents information in it. It helps to route the messages and View component displays this communication. In figure 4, the collaboration diagram for registration of an Agent is shown. After registration of an agent in NameServer the View is refreshed and new agent is shown in window.

![Collaboration diagram for registration of an Agent](image)

After registration of an agent in NameServer the View is refreshed and new agent is shown in window.

4.3. NetworkView Component

This component is responsible to display different events during algorithm execution. This component is informed from message exchanges using DASMConsole and displays the communications in graphical window. The component has different views. TopologyView shows system agents and displays animated token in case of communication between processes of agent. SequenceView shows causal sequence of send and receive between processes. ProcessView shows communications between processes. MessageTrafficView shows the amount of message submission for any process in the form of bar-diagram.

4.4. Messages

Communicating is done using different messages. To build various message user can use DataMessage. Any kind data can be sent in a message. All of the messages in DASM should be inherited from Message class (figure 5). Each message has public information like sender machine address, sender process name, receiver machine address and receiver process name. The receiver machine address is not compulsory and DasmServer can find using Naming system. But sender and receiver process name is obligation. Broadcast field in a message can be set, to send it to all running process.

5. Modelling an Algorithm Using DASM

DASM is network-topology free and DASMServer can run over any arbitrary network. Running DASMServer makes first agent itself. All agents are shown in DasmConsole (main windows) with IP. Any computer can run one agent, but an agent can run many processes in it. DASMConsole and Agents should get two command prompt arguments before running. First their machine name, second port number. There is a list of “Recognized Agents” in the right part of main window showing IP of running agents in system. By right clicking on any of the machines in this list, you can send a text message to that agent or disconnect it.

5.1. Implementing an algorithm in DASM

Implementing an algorithm in DASM is simple. You should just inherit the PROCESS class in your algorithm. Then your algorithm will have primitives and able to connect to others with channels (via MessageQueue and MessageDispatcher classes). To communicate with other poetesses, algorithm should build a message. To build a message a new class (containing any data or methods) should inherit from Message class. To run the algorithm the DASMStart.java should be modified. In this class, there is a method called RunProcess which can send process on any agent and run that.
5.2. Case Study: Producer Consumer Algorithm

Producer-consumer algorithm is one the famous concurrency and process synchronization problems. In this section the problem is implemented in distributed form between two computers. The communicating data is considered a simple integer in IntMessage class inheriting Message class.

```java
public class IntMessage extends Message {
    private int data;
    public IntMessage(int o) {
        data = o;
    }
    public int setData(int o) {
        data = o;
    }
    public int getData() {
        return data;
    }
}
```

All of the message information like sender process name, sender machine address, receiver process name, receiver machine address and so on are inherited from Message class to IntMessage class. The main algorithm is implemented inheriting from PROCESS class.

```java
public class Producer extends PROCESS {
    public void Start() {
        int item = 0;
        IntMessage message;
        while (true) {
            System.out.println(item + " produced");
            message = new IntMessage(item++);
            message.setSenderProcess(getName());
            message.setReceiverProcess("Consumer");
            AsyncSend(message);
            SyncReceive();
        }
    }
}
```

Like Producer, Consumer is derived from PROCESS, overrides Start method and implements its algorithm in it. It has a loop, waiting to receive a message (syncReceive), consuming the message's data (printing its number), changing its sender (itself), changing its receiver (Producer) and finally sending it in the asynchronous form after a while (delay to control the interactivity). After implementing Producer and Consumer separately, it's time to run them with changing the DASMStart.java.

```java
public class DASMStart extends DASM {
    public void START() {
        RunProcess(new Consumer());
        RunProcess(new Producer());
    }
}
```

The Programmer can use these statistics to analyze message communication rate and algorithm fault-tolerance. To have real state in algorithm, programmer can define message and machine lost rate separately in Setting menu. After program run in DASM, programmer can select Statistics menu to view number of processes, exchanged messages, lost messages, and system's overall status.
6. Conclusions

In this paper a new environment to modeling and monitoring distributed algorithms execution is presented. One of the significant features of the new framework is that algorithm really runs over a network. Also it is very simple to use. Programmer can use the framework to implement his distributed algorithm with inheriting some classes. He calls required Message-passing based primitives inherited from main classes to avoid dealing with network communication details. Running such implemented program, he can monitor different views of algorithm's execution like topology view, communication view, messaging sequence and so on. Also he can display statistics like message number altogether or individually for any process/machine/agent, message lost, crash rate, traffic rate and so on. User can define required message types in algorithm inheriting from Message class and send its instantiates from any process to another one. Finally user can define his desired rate of crash or message lost and evaluates algorithm's fault-tolerance.
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